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We know for sure that healthcare does
good things for a lot of people and that
for some, it harms—sometimes concur-
rently with providing benefits. Quite
likely doctors have known this for millen-
nia, inspiring the caution in the
Hippocratic oath to ‘first do no harm’.
Clinically grounded medical researchers
know that medicine is complicated and
that things can sometimes go wrong
despite the best efforts of conscientious
and well-intentioned clinicians. To min-
imise people’s exposure to healthcare
that harms them, while maximising their
exposure to healthcare that helps, a
diverse armamentarium has developed
that includes tools such as alarms and
alerts built in to equipment, postmarket-
ing medicines surveillance, incident
reporting systems, check lists, fish plots,
run charts and many other things.
Concern over healthcare safety became

increasingly widespread in the closing
years of the 20th century but came rela-
tively lately to primary care. Trigger tools
are now part of the safety armoury of
primary care clinicians.1 2 In this context,
‘triggers’ are a somewhat different safety
tool from the physically engineered beeps
and bells in equipment used by clinicians
such as anaesthetists, although they serve
a similar purpose—to warn of pending
danger. To date in primary care, triggers
have been used retrospectively to uncover
otherwise undetected adverse events3 and
assist in cancer diagnosis,4 and prospect-
ively to alert clinicians to potential pre-
scribing problems.5–8

In 2012, Sharek recommended the use
of trigger tools as a superior strategy to
adverse event reporting for measuring
safety in healthcare.9 Trigger tools can be
specific to particular functions such as
prescribing or diagnosis, or they can be
the more general ‘global’ trigger tools,
such as the tool developed by the
Institute for Healthcare Improvement10

and adapted for use in other countries.

There are three stages in trigger tool use.
The first is to use the triggers to identify
patients at high risk of experiencing a
safety incident. The second is to review
these patients’ records to see if they did
actually experience the effects of compro-
mises in safety. The third stage, and the
most critical if care is actually to be made
safer for patients, is to learn from the
previous two stages and implement some
strategy to minimise patients’ risk of
future harm. The first stage, and perhaps
a limiting factor to trigger tool use in
many countries, is that high-risk patients
can be most efficiently identified if their
records are electronic and the searches
are executed by computer programming.
However, to progress patient safety

more is needed than for researchers and
administrators to simply measure past
events. Real learning must happen in the
messy swamp of everyday clinical care so
that the people providing care can see for
themselves the consequences of their clin-
ical decision making and decide for them-
selves what they might do differently. The
challenge is to find out how to make the
step change from research and administra-
tion to application in real life—at the
micro or meso levels of individual provi-
ders and institutions, and also at the macro
level of whole health systems. Where real
life is the chaotic, idiosyncratic, uncon-
trolled and uncontrollable arena of
primary care the challenge is profound.
The team from National Health

Service Education for Scotland have
stepped up to this challenge and devel-
oped a global trigger tool for use in
general practice.1 11 In this issue, de Wet
et al12 demonstrate the successful wide-
spread implementation of their global
trigger tool by general practitioners
(GPs), despite the challenges above.
Voluntarily, but assisted by financial and
contractual incentives, general practices
in two Scottish regions were encouraged
and trained to twice a year select and
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review 3 months of records from 25 patients their
GPs considered ‘high risk’. Most (86.2%) practices
agreed to do this. Eight selected triggers (defined as
‘prompts’ to indicate possible safety incidents) identi-
fied 1887 patient safety incidents that then generated
2175 actions to improve general practice care one way
or another. This research is very important because
for the first time it shows that a primary care patient
safety measurement can be implemented across a
health system and that it can prompt GPs to recognise
opportunities to improve the care they provide and to
make changes. All three stages of trigger tool use are
applied in this report. If they can do it in Scotland
they can do it in other places too.
Recently, frustration has started to be expressed

with the lack of obvious efficacy of some strategies
introduced with hopeful anticipation of solving
modern healthcare’s safety challenges.13 14 Perhaps,
trigger tools will follow the same path. This research,
with its clinical engagement and ownership of solu-
tions, suggests that maybe trigger tool application fol-
lowing the Scottish model is not just about
measurement but is something new, important, differ-
ent and potentially effective in actually improving
healthcare safety.
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